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PART 1- OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Overview 

I. This appeal arises from a constitutional challenge brought on behalf of members 

of the RCMP in relation to the cancellation of a scheduled wage increase. The reversal 

was a consequence of a policy of fiscal restraint adopted by Canada as a response to a 

global economic crisis. The restraint policy took legislative effect with Parliament's 

enactment of the Expenditure Restraint Act, S.C. 2009, c. 2 (the "ERA"). The ERA 

established wage limits for unionized and non-unionized employees in the federal public 

sector. The Appellants, who are two members of the RCMP say that the ERA, as applied 

to RCMP members, violates the right to freedom of association. This is because, they 

say, members of the RCMP collectively make representations on compensation terms to 

government through a Pay Council, yet the ERA effected a unilateral cancellation of the 

wage increase without opportunity for input from the Pay Council. It is the associational 

nature of the compensation discussions that, on the Appellants' theory, creates 

constitutional protection for approved compensation terms. 

2. The present appeal has been scheduled for hearing at the same time as Mounted 

Police Association of Ontario et al. v. Attorney General of Canada, File No. 34948 

("Mounted Police"). While the two cases raise related issues as to the scope of s. 2( d) of 

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the "Charter") in the context of the 

negotiation of terms and conditions of employment, there is an important distinction 

between the two. Mounted Police is about the protection of process rights. The issue 

raised is whether freedom of association is infringed by the manner in which Parliament 

has structured associational bargaining for members ofthe RCMP. 

3. The present appeal is about the protection of outcome. The Appellants argue that 

s. 2(d) of the Charter restricts Parliament's ability to legislate wage restraint measures, at 

least for employees who associate in some manner to discuss or negotiate employment 

terms with government. On the Appellants' theory, Parliament is free, though, to 
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legislate employment terms for public sector employees who are not 111 a umon or 

employee association without running afoul of s. 2( d) of the Charter. 

4. The Appellants rely on the decision of this Court in Health Services and Support 

- Facilities Subsector Bargaining Assn. v. British Columbia, 2007 SCC 27, [2007] 2 

S.C.R. 391 ("Health Services"), for the proposition that "unilateral nullification" of 

significant collective agreement terms coupled with a prohibition on future bargaining of 

those tenns violates s. 2(d). Unlike Mounted Police, this appeal thus directly raises the 

question of the scope of the s. 2( d) right to collective bargaining, as defined in Health 

Services, in the specific context of a challenge to legislation that unilaterally establishes 

employment terms. 

5. The Attorney General of British Columbia ("AGBC") submits that this Court 

should take the opportunity presented by this appeal to reconsider Health Services. The 

continued debate over the meaning of Health Services leads to an unacceptable level of 

uncertainty in public sector bargaining. Health Services is reJied on either to preclude 

categorically legislative interference with collective agreement terms, or permit 

interference only on conditions that there has been an undefined process of pre-legislative 

consultation with associations representing affected employees. Neither interpretation is 

consistent with our constitutional tradition of parliamentaryllegislative sovereignty or 

with the principles articulated in Dunmore v. Ontario (Attorney General), 2001 SCC 94, 

[2001]3 S.C.R. 1016 ("Dunmore"). 

6. Dunmore extended the protection of the Charter to a vulnerable group of 

employees, agricultural workers, for whom association in the workplace was impossible 

without some form of statutory protection. Health Services, in contrast, superimposed a 

constitutional duty of negotiation or consultation on top of an existing collective 

bargaining structure that was otherwise governed by the rights and obligations defined in 

British Columbia's Labour Relations Code, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 244, and specific statutes 

relating to public sector collective bargaining. Beyond the specific factual matrix of the 

Health Services case, scope and content of the duty, the entity on whom it is imposed, 
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and the consequences of any deficiency in perfonnance are questions on which Health 

Senlices has left significant uncertainty. 

7. The Appellants complain that the constitutional defect in the ERA is 

government's failure to consult with RCMP members before implementing the limits on 

wage increases. This is not, of course, a deficiency evident on the face of the ERA. The 

constitutionality of the statute on the Appellants' theory can only be detennined through 

an evidentiary assessment of the adequacy of pre-legislative consultation. The answer to 

the question of whether the ERA is constitutional will differ for different groups, 

depending on whether and to what extent government talked to them in advance. It will 

also be different as between groups and individuals because individuals impacted by the 

impugned provisions ofthe ERA cannot make a constitutional complaint. 

8. The AGBC submits that these difficulties should lead the Court to revisit the 

principles emerging from Health Services as they relate to Charter protection for 

collective bargaining outcomes. The conception of s. 2( d) of the Charter as providing a 

limited right to process is incompatible with the insistence of the Appellants that the 

effect of Health Services is to act as presumptive fetter on Parliament's ability to enact 

wage restraint measures to respond to a fiscal crisis. If governments are to owe a 

constitutional duty of pre-legislative consultation to unionized (or otherwise associated) 

employees where legislation may impact collective agreement entitlements, at the very 

least clear direction should be given as to the scope and content of the duty, and how it 

may be discharged. 

Statement of Facts 

9. For the purposes of her submissions on this appeal, the AGBC adopts and relies 

on the facts as set out by the Federal Court of Appeal in its Reasons for Judgment. 
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PART II - POINTS IN ISSUE 

10. The AGBC takes the foIl owing positions with respect to the constitutional 

questions stated by the Chief Justice on this appeal: 

a. Do sections 16, 35, 38, 43, 46 and 49 of the Expenditure Restraint Act, 

S.C. 2009, c. 2, s. 393 infringe s. 2(d) of the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms? No. 

b. If so, is the infringement a reasonable limit presclibed by law as can be 

demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society under s. I of the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms? No position. 

PART III - ARGUMENT 

II. The AppeIIants' legal theory posits that the "evolution towards a constitutional 

right to meaningful and good faith consultation on significant workplace issues" began 

with Dunmore (AppeIIants' Factum, para. 6). The AGBC disagrees that Dunmore is the 

evolutionary starting point. Dunmore was not a break with the past, but rather an 

incremental extension of principles that had been evolving since the trilogy was decided 

in 1987: Reference re Public Service Employee Relations Act (Alta.), [1987] I S.C.R. 313 

("Alberta Reference"), PSAC v. Canada, [1987] I S.C.R. 424, and RWDSU v. 

Saskatchewan, [1987] I S.c.R. 460. 

Section 2(d) and Association in the Workplace 

12. The Alberta Reference, the main judgment in the trilogy, concerned the question 

of whether s. 2( d) of the Charter protected a right to strike. The legislation at issue in 

Alberta Reforence prohibited strikes in the public sector for broadly-defined categories of 

essential services workers, and enacted instead a compulsory arbitration scheme. The 

majority of the Court in the trilogy concluded that the freedom of association protection 

in s. 2( d) did not extend to coIIective bargaining or the right to strike. Among the reasons 
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offered for this conclusion is that s. 2( d) protected only those activities perfOlmable by an 

individual, and no individual can exercise a right equivalent to the right to strike. 

13. The majority's focus on individual activities was reflected in the four propositions 

Sopinka J. drew from the trilogy in the subsequent decision in Professional Institute of 

the Public Sen'ice of Canada v. Northwest Territories (Commissioner), [1990] 2 S.C.R. 

367 ("PIPSC'), at p. 402. The third and fourth propositions captured the conclusion of 

the majority in the trilogy that s. 2( d) protects the exercise in association of the lawful 

rights of inviduals. 

14. Dickson C.J. wrote dissenting judgments in each of the cases that formed the 

trilogy, with the primary judgment again being the Alberta Reference. While Dickson 

C.J. agreed that s. 2(d) normally embraced the liberty to do collectively that which one is 

permitted to do individually, he did not consider this to be the exclusive touchstone for 

invoking the Charter's protection. Dickson C.J. was of the view that there would be 

occasions (the right to strike being one) where no analogy to individuals could be found 

for associational activity, or when comparison between a group and individual '~fails to 

capture the essence of a possible violation of associational rights" (at p. 367). 

IS. Despite the divergence over whether s. 2(d) extended to the right to strike and 

collective bargaining, there were areas of common agreement for the Court in the trilogy. 

First, there was broad agreement as to how the purpose of the freedom of association 

protection should be defined. In Alberta Reference, Mcintyre J. stressed the power of the 

association in achieving individual goals: 

While freedom of association like most other fundamental rights has 
no single purpose or value, at its core rests a rather simple 
proposition: the attainment of individual goals, through the exercise 
of individual rights, is generally impossible without the aid and 
cooperation of others. "Man, as Aristotle observed, is a 'social 
animal, formed by nature for living with others', associating with his 
fellows both to satisfy his desire for social intercourse and to realize 
common purposes." (at p. 395) 

16. This conception of freedom of association was adopted by Dickson C.J. in his 

dissenting judgment in Alberta Reference. The protection of the right of association in s. 
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2( d), as articulated by Dickson C.J., recognizes "the profoundly social nature of human 

endeavours and to protect the individual.from state-enforced isolation in the pursuit of 

his or her ends". (at p. 365) 

17. The second area of broad agreement in the Alberta Reference was that regardless 

of how one defined the precise scope of the freedom of association, it was essential to 

distinguish between the associational aspect of the activity and the activity itself. What 

the Charter gave protection to, even in the view of Dickson C.J. in dissent, was the act of 

associating itself As Dickson C.J. expressed it in the Alberta Reference: 

The mere fact that an activity is capable of being carried out by 
several people together, as well as individually, does not mean that 
the activity acquires constitutional protection from legislative 
prohibition or regulation. (at p. 366) 

18. In Dunmore, the Court returned to the issue of the protection for freedom of 

association in a workplace context. Dunmore was a constitutional challenge to the 

express exclusion of agricultural workers from Ontario's statutory labour relations 

regIme. The evidence established that without such protection, agricultural workers were 

effectively prevented from associating to pursue workplace goals. In these 

circumstances, the Court held that the absence of some form of legislative protection for 

associational activities by agricultural workers violated s. 2(d) of the Charter. 

19. In Dunmore, the Court moved away from the narrow focus on individual 

activities reflected in the third and fourth principles to emerge from the trilogy, as 

captured by Sopinka J.'s judgment in PIPSC. The Court turned instead to the consensus 

that had emerged, even as between the dissenting and majority judgments in the trilogy, 

that the purpose of the protection of freedom of association in s. 2( d) of the Charter was 

to protect the freedom of persons to join and act with others in common pursuits. This 

consensus as to purpose leads to a single inquiry under s. 2( d): has the state precluded 

activity because of its associational nature, thereby discouraging the pursuit of common 

goals? (Dunmore, at para. 16) 

20. While the four principles articulated by Sopinka J. in PIPSC shed light on this 

concept, they did not (in the view of the Court in Dunmore) capture the full range of 
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activities protected by s. 2(d). In particular, the Couti recognized that a statute may 

prohibit activity solely because of its associational nature even where the activity does 

not fall within the third and fourth propositions il'om PIPsc. The modiiication 

introduced by Dunmore, accordingly, was to extend the protection of s. 2(d) to 

associational conduct which is targeted by government because of its associational 

nature, even if the activities in question (collective action by employees) is not one 

performable by an individual. 

21. In Dunmore, the Court held that the total exclusion of agricultural workers from 

the statutory labour relations regime meant the workers were substantially incapable of 

exercising their constitutional right to associate. The fact that the inability to associate 

was caused by a legislative exclusion rather than a legislative prohibition was not 

conclusive - on the evidence in that case, the under-inclusion resulted in the "effective 

denial" of the freedom to associate (Dunmore, para, 28). 

22. In Ontario (Attorney General) v. Fraser, 2011 SCC 20, [2011] 2 S.C.R. 3 

("Fraser"), this Court considered a constitutional challenge to Ontario's legislative 

response to Dunmore in the form of the Agriculture Employees Protection Act, 2002, 

S.O. 2002, c. 16 (AEPA "). The AEPA excluded agricultural workers from the scope of 

Ontario's Labour Relations Act, and provided an alternative and more limited right of 

association which included the right to join employee associations and make 

representations to employers on the terms and conditions of employment. 

23. The decision in Fraser expanded on the protection for freedom of association at 

issue in Dunmore. While Dunmore held that the total exclusion of agricultural workers 

from the protection of a labour relations regime left the workers substantially incapable 

of organizing, Fraser addressed the follow up question of what statutory protections were 

constitutionally required to allow "meaningful exercise" of the right to associate. In 

particular, the issue was whether the legislature was obliged to provide a Wagner Act 

model of collective bargaining. The majority held that the AEPA provided a meaningful 

process for the exercise of associational rights by agricultural workers and that a Wagner 

Act model was not constitutionally required. 
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24. The question of what level of structural protection is required for the effective 

exercise of associational rights in the workplace is raised on the companion appeal in 

Mounted Police. It is an issue that follows on the decisions in Dunmore and Fraser. The 

AGBC has proposed an approach to test the constitutionality of such regimes, in light of 

the underlying purpose of s. 2( d) as articulated in Dunmore and earlier decisions. The 

arguments will not be repeated on the present appeal. 

Health Services 

25. What is not directly at issue in Mounted Police, and was not at issue in Dunmore 

or Fraser, is whether s. 2( d) ofthe Charter limits the ability of provincial legislatures and 

Parliament to enact legislation that impacts concluded employment tenns if those terms 

have been collectively negotiated. This is an issue that arises on the present appeal and 

arose in Health Services. 

26. The complaint in Health Senlices was not that the plaintiff unions were excluded 

from the protection of statutory labour relations regimes. On the contrary, the unions 

were the certified bargaining agents for health care workers in British Columbia, and had 

access to the full collective bargaining regime under British Columbia's Labour 

Relations Code. I The unions' complaint was with respect to the legislative nullification 

of concluded collective agreement tenus, and a prohibition on the inclusion of the same 

tenus in future collective agreements. 

27. At the first stage of Health Services' two-stage inquiry the question is whether the 

law or state action has substantially impacted the process of collective bargaining. 

Among the measures that may substantially impact bargaining are "laws that unilaterally 

nullifY significant negotiated terms in existing collective agreements" (Health Services, at 

1 As the Appellants correctly points out, the plaintiff unions in Health Services continued to 
engage in collective bargaining on behalf of their members in the five years following the 
enactment of the Health and Social Services Delivery Improvement Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 2, and 
prior to the Court's decision in Health Services (Appellants' Factum, para. 44). There is no 
evidence that associational activity was rendered effectively impossible by the impugned 
legislation, albeit the unions were limited in the outcomes that could be achieved through 
bargaining. 
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para. 96). The wide net cast at the first stage of the Health Services inquiry is evident in 

the narrowness of the exceptions - measures affecting "less impOliant matters" such as 

the design of unifonns, the layout and organization of cafeterias, or the location of 

parking lots may not substantially impede bargaining. 

28. The second inquiry in Health Services asks: does the law or action respect the 

fundamental precept of collective bargaining: the duty to consult and negotiate in good 

faith? There will be no s. 2( d) violation if the impugned measure preserves a process of 

consultation and good faith (Health Services, para. 97). 

29. While the Court in Health Services (and later the majority in Fraser) was careful 

to observe a distinction between a process of collective bargaining (which is protected 

under s. 2(d», and the outcome of this process (which is not), the distinction is one 

difficult to reconcile with the result in Health Services. The Health and Social Services 

Delivery Improvement Act, S.B.C. 2002, c. 2, was declared unconstitutional to the extent 

that its provisions deleted existing terms in collective agreements pertaining to 

contracting out and layoff and bumping, and prohibited the inclusion of such terms in 

future collective agreements. The declaration of invalidity was suspended for twelve 

months to allow government to "address the repercussions" of the decision (Health 

Services, para. 168). 

30. The imlovation of Health Services is in its recognition of constitutional protection 

for a collective bargaining structure which was already included within the protection of 

the Labour Relations Code. The constitutional duty imposed on government 

(presumably) by Health Services is one that exists in addition to the rights and duties that 

otherwise govern bargaining between the health unions and the Health Employers' 

Association of British Columbia ("HEABC") under the Code. 

31. There are two competing theories, at least, as to the effect of Health Services as 

it relates to the legislative nullification of collective agreement telms: 
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(i) Legislation that nullifies significant collective agreement terms 

undermines past bargaining processes and thus presumptively violates s. 

2( d) of the Charter. 

(ii) Legislation that nullifies significant collective agreement terms may not 

constitute substantial interference with collective bargaining if the duty to 

consult or negotiate in good faith has been met. 

32. The AGBC submits that the first interpretation is untenable, and appears to have 

been rejected in any event by the majority in Fraser. 2 A rejection of the first 

interpretation is consistent with the general rule that Parliament and provincial 

legislatures can extinguish contractual and property rights without compensation if the 

legislative intent is sufficiently clear, including rights arising under employment 

contracts. 3 The Charter does not protect economic interests; property rights were 

deliberately excluded from the scope of the Charter's protection 4 Governments may pay 

a political price for introducing legislation that extinguishes contract and property rights 

because such legislation is often perceived as unfair. In the ordinary course there is very 

little legal risk because statutes have primacy over contracts. 

33. On the second theory of Health Services, legislation may nullify significant terms 

in a collective agreement without violating s. 2( d), provided there has been a pre-

legislative process of good faith negotiation or consultation. This altemative 

interpretation of Health Services appears to have a measure of consistency with the 

principle of substantive legislative supremacy since it does not preclude any substantive 

2 At paragraph 76, responding to the dissent of Justices Rothstein and Charron at paragraphs 216-
218. 
3 Wells v. Newfoundland, [1999] 3 S.c.R. 199; Authorson v. Canada (Attorney General), 2003 
SCC 39, [2003]2 S.C.R. 40; Clitheroe v. Hydro One Inc. (2009), 96 O.R. (3d) 203 (Ont. S.C.J.), 
affd 2010 ONCA 458, leave to appeal refused [2010] SCCA No. 316; Peter W. Hogg, 
Constitutional Law of Canada, 5th ed. Supp., vol. I, Toronto: Thomson/Carswell, 2007 
(loose-leaf updated 2012, release I) at 29-9 to 29-15. 
4 Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (Attorney General), [1989]1 S.C.R. 927, at p. 1003; Refierence re 
ss. 193 and 195.1 (J)(c) of the Criminal Code (Man.), [1990]1 S.C.R. 1123 at 1171; Alberta 
Reference at 412 per McIntyre J. 
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outcome. Among the disadvantages of this theory is that the scope and content of the 

consultation duty is largely unexplored in Health Services. 

34. It is this second theory that the Appellants pursue in this appeal. The Appellants 

complain that the revocation of the approved pay increase for members of the RCMP was 

implemented without advance consultation or discussion. The Appellants argue that: 

"The change in the government's fiscal circumstances or the change in Canada's 

economic circumstances does not justify the refi/sal to engage in meaningful, goodfaith 

consultation in this case." [Appellants' Factum, at para. 5.] 

35. The AGBC's remaining submissions on this appeal will be directed at 

demonstrating the legal and practical difficulties with a constitutional consultation duty 

of this nature. British Columbia submits that these difficulties should lead the Court to 

reconsider Health Sen'ices, at least to the extent that the Court held that employment 

terms reached through collective or associational bargaining may themselves have 

constitutional status. Alternatively, if this Court is to confinn the existence of a duty to 

consult where legislation may "unilaterally nullify" collective agreement tenns, more 

precise direction is required as to the scope and content of the duty, how it may 

effectively be discharged, and the appropriate remedy in case of breach. 

Who owes the duty? 

36. The majority in Fraser described the limited effect of Health Services as 

confirming the rights of employees to a meaningful opportunity to make collective 

representations to their employer and have those representations considered in good faith 

(Fraser, at para. 51). While one can trace such a fonnulation of the scope of s. 2( d) 

protection back to Dunmore, the facts of Health Services present immediate difficulty in 

attempting to translate such a right to the established collective bargaining structure at 

issue in Health Services. 

37. The immediate question ansmg is: who owes the duty? Governments and 

legislatures interact with collective agreements and unionized or associated workers in a 

number of different contexts. In the most straightforward circumstances, as in the present 
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appeal, govemment (i.e. the Queen in right of the relevant jurisdiction) is the direct 

employer. However, in no case is the sovereign parliament or legislature itself the 

employer. 

38. Govemment had a more attenuated connection to collective bargaining in Health 

Services which concemed British Columbia's co-management model of public sector 

bargaining, under which govemment is not the direct employer but establishes bargaining 

parameters. In Health Services, the certified bargaining agent for health sector employers 

was HEABC. Govemment provided bargaining direction to ensure the achievement of 

fiscal and policy objectives in the delivery of public services, but was neither the 

employer nor a direct party to collective bargaining5 One can envision circumstances in 

which govemment might intervene in bargaining in even more attenuated circumstances 

where there are purely private employers and employees - for example where a labour 

dispute in the forest, transportation or energy sectors impacts the broader public interest. 

39. In anyone of these three contexts, a minister on behalf of the govemment of the 

day may consider introducing legislation that could impact collective agreement 

entitlements that, for example, interfere with the effective delivery of public services or 

threaten economic disruption. In situations where govemment is not the direct employer 

and does not engage in collective bargaining, how is meaningful consultation to be 

carried out? The same can be said of a govemment that is the direct employer but wishes 

to introduce legislation which may impact collective agreement entitlements during the 

term of the agreement, when the parties are not actively engaged in collective bargaining. 

The starkest example of the difficulty is when a collective agreement dispute in the 

private sector affects the public interest to the point that government contemplates 

legislative intervention. Must government consult directly with impacted unions in these 

circumstances? Is the consultation duty owed only to the unions and not to the 

employer? 

5 The co-management model was established in British Columbia in 1994 following the 
recommendations of the Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Public Sector and Public 
Service (1993) (the "Korbin Report"). 
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40. Plainly a private sector employer cannot owe a duty to consult about legislation 

that the employer has no power to introduce or pass. The same is true of an employer in 

the broader public sector. Even if the employer is government (i.e. the Queen in right of 

the jurisdiction), the govemment has no power to pass statutes. It is the sole privilege of 

the relevant parliamentary bodies to provide advice on and consent to legislation, which 

becomes law on royal assent after that advice and consent is given. 

41. Legislation that impacts collective agreement rights may (and often does) have 

broad public policy implications for the funding and delivery of public services. 

Collective agreement terms that, for example, limit government's ability to restructure 

the delivery of health care to reduce costs or provide better services, have impact beyond 

the employment relationship between health unions and health sector employers. Unions 

are undeniably impacted by legislative interference with such tenns, but so is the broader 

public. Public sector compensation in itself represents an intensely important aspect of 

public policy given the percentage of provincial and federal budgets that are allocated to 

employee compensation6
: 

42. 

... the major decisions made in bargaining with public employees are 
inescapably political decisions. Directly at issue are political questions 
of the size and allocation of the budget, the tax rates, the level of public 
services, and the long-term obligation of govemment7 

Health Services did not say that the legislative assembly itself owes a duty of 

consultation. However, the observation in Health Services that legislators are not "bound 

to consult with affected parties before passing legislation" (at para. 156) is of little 

comfort if the inevitable result of a failure to consult is a declaration of constitutional 

invalidity. Additional consultation by govemment with all members of the public, 

whether in groups or individually, about prospective legislation may be a wise and even 

laudable policy choice. Pre-legislative consultation, particularly to a specific interest 

6 In British Columbia, approximately 55% of the provincial budget goes to public sector 
compensation: htlp:llwww.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/20 I O/bfp/20 I 0_ Budget]iscal]lan.pdf at 61. 
7 Korbin Report, supra, p. C8, quoting Summers, "Public Sector Bargaining: Problems of 
Govenunental Decision Making", (1975) 44 University of Cincinnati Law Review 669. 
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group at the expense of others with possibly opposing interests, should not be raised to 

the status of a constitutional requirement.s 

When is the duty triggered? 

43. Health Services gives rise to three further uncertainties in tenns of the triggering 

event for the consultation duty. 

44. The first uncertainty is with respect to the question of which collective agreement 

tenus will be considered "significant" enough to warrant the protection of s. 2( d). We 

know from Health Services that tenus restricting contracting out, and dealing with layoff 

and bumping are significant, but tenns relating to uniform design, the lay-out of 

cafeterias, or the location of parking lots may not be (Health SenJices, para. 96). The 

dividing line between significant and non-signiticant collective agreement terms appears 

currently to be drawn not through a set of principles that can be discerned in advance, but 

through post{acto case-by-case review. 

45. The ttial and appellate decisions in Federal Government Dockyard Trades and 

Labour Council v. Canada provide a useful illustration. 9 For the plaintiff union in this case, 

the ERA had the effect of nullifying a five-year wage increase in a collective agreement. 

The trial judge found it "obvious" that wages were of central importance to collective 

bargaining, and the nullification of the wage increase a substantial interference with 

bargaining (BCSC, at para. 214). The Court of Appeal disagreed, concluding that the 

wage increase was not of such significance that "its loss amounts to a breach of the 

constitution of Canada" (BCCA, at para. 53). The point may be a debatable one, but the 

fact that there is room for such debate does not assist in drawing clear constitutional lines. 

46. A second uncertainty is what event triggers government's duty to consult, 

assuming the duty is one owed by government. Is it triggered when a public servant 

responsible for labour relations proposes the option of legislation to the responsible 

8 Even in the First Nations context, a constitutional right to pre-legislative consultation has not 
been conclusively recognized to date: Rio Tinto Alcan Inc. v. Carrier Sekani Tribal Council, 2010 
SCC 43, [2010]2 S.C.R. 650, at para. 44. 
92011 BCSC 1210, affd 2013 BCCA 371. 
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minister? At that point, the minister may well reject the option, and should be able to 

consider it without first alerting a union. Is it triggered when the minister proposes the 

option to cabinet? Cabinet may also reject the option, and should in any event be 

permitted to consider it in confidence. Is it triggered before first reading, and if so how 

far in advance of first reading? If there are amendments between first reading and 

approval of third reading, is there a renewed duty to consult on the amendments? 

47. A third uncertainty facing govemment in determining if consultation is required is 

the question of who must be consulted. Is the duty limited to traditional unions, or does it 

extend to any association of employees? The Appellants argue that terms and conditions 

of employment that are settled through some form of associational activity, even if 

something less than Wagner Act collective bargaining, are protected by s. 2( d) of the 

Charter. The Appellants say that the facts of the present appeal are no different from 

those of an appeal involving a nullified wage increase established through traditional 

collective bargaining [Appellants' Factum, para. 57]. 

48. If the Appellants' submission on this point is incorrect, then the trigger for the 

consultation duty (at least in terms of identifying whom government must consult with) is 

precisely defined. The govemment's consultation duty is then limited to unions engaged 

in a Wagner Act model of collective bargaining. 

49. While such a rule has the advantage of precision (at least on the issue of who 

government has to talk to before introducing legislation), it has the disadvantage of 

apparent inconsistency with Fraser which was clear on the point that s. 2( d) protects a 

right to associate but not Wagner Act model of bargaining. This had a limiting effect in 

Fraser (which concerned the contours of the process right), but has an expansive effect in 

the present case where the process right is relied upon to protect substantive outcomes. 

In the result, assuming the Appellants to be correct, Health Services extends the 

protection of s. 2( d) not only to collective agreement terms but to any terms and 

conditions of employment that are reached through a process of associational activity. 
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50. Excluded from the protection of the Charter are terms and conditions of 

employment that are individually negotiated. Govemment is not constitutionally required 

to consult with individual employees before introducing legislation that may nullify the 

contractual terms of their employment, even significant ones. The Appellants would 

presumably concede that the ERA is constitutional to the extent that it impacts terms and 

conditions of employment for non-union and non-associated employees. It is difficult to 

justify this differential treatment as protection for associational activity, as opposed to 

elevation of contractual entitlements that are the product of associational activity. 

How may the duty be discharged? 

51. Perhaps the most troubling uncertainty to arise out of Health Services is what 

govemment must do to discharge the duty to provide workers with a meaningful, pre

legislative opportunity to make representations. There is reference in the judgment at 

various times to "bargaining", "negotiation" and "consultation" in the description of the 

process right. 

52. The AGBC submits that of the three terms, the concept of consultation is to be 

preferred. In a democracy, legislation is not "bargained" or "negotiated" between the 

executive and associations accountable only to their members: it is debated and voted on 

by members ofthe legislature accountable to their constituents. While agreement between 

employers and associations representing employees is obviously preferable, govemments 

will typically contemplate legislation because agreement has not been reached at the 

collective bargaining table, it is unrealistic to expect agreement, or govemment requires 

the immediate certainty that comes with legislation. The limited process right described 

in Health Services is inconsistent with a requirement that government must secure the 

agreement of unions or associations, failing which legislative intervention will be 

presumptively unconstitutional. 

53. A duty of consultation, by way of contrast, implies an obligation on govemment 

to engage in discussion on the subject matter of proposed legislation and elicit the views 
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of unions. It does not give employee unions (and associations) rights of veto. Even this 

more limited constitutional duty, however, creates legal and practical difficulties. 

54. If the constitutional duty is one of pre-legislative good faith consultation, it 

becomes impossible to detennine whether legislation is valid on its face. The validity will 

depend on the sufficiency of consultation carried out respecting difJerent groups, and the 

legislation may be valid with respect to one group but not with respect to others. It will 

also have to be detennined not only which groups are involved in fonnal collective 

bargaining under a statutory regime, but whether any contractual tenns are the product of 

representations made by an association of individuals. The present case provides a good 

example of the difficulty: the ERA applied across many different sectors and affected 

many ditJerent groups of workers. 

55. The sufficiency of consultation will not be known at the time the legislation is 

enacted, but only through a subsequent judicial inquiry. The present case is again a 

useful example. The ERA was enacted in 2009. Five years later, there is still uncertainty 

as to whether the statute is unconstitutional in certain of its effects. If any of the ongoing 

challenges to the ERA are successful because consultation was found to be deficient, the 

remedy is presumably more consultation, or damages for breach of the right to 

consultation. The remedy caml0t be to restore past wage increases because this would 

translate a limited process right into a substantive entitlement. 1O 

56. The nature of the remedy raises the spectre of successive rounds of consultation, 

punctuated by periodic trips to court to detennine the adequacy of consultation effOlis to 

date. While the consultation/court process unfolds, parties will continue to be engaged in 

on-going parallel bargaining relationship that may result in new collective agreement 

entitlements intended to remediate the impact of the legislative nullification. 

10 Although in a very recent British Columbia decision it was held that s. 2(d) did protect 
substantive outcomes, and ordered the retroactive restoration of collective agreement terms which 
had been deleted by legislation in 2002: British Columbia Teachers' Federation v. British 
Columbia, 2014 BCSC 121. 
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57. A constitutional consultation duty also has the umque effect of not only 

permitting but mandating an intense degree of judicial scrutiny of the pre-legislative 

conduct of government in detennining a constitutional challenge to legislation. The usual 

rule in constitutional cases is that extrinsic evidence is admissible only to assist in 

determining legislative intent. Moreover, extrinsic evidence is usually publicly available 

debates or reports to the legislature. The motives of individual government officials are 

irrelevant. The consultation duty arising from Health Services, by way of contrast, has 

been interpreted to exceptionally require the production of high-level cabinet 

deliberations so that cOUli may assess the good faith of government in its dealings with 

public sector unions. II 

58. The rationale for the confidentiality of cabinet discussions is well canvassed. It 

encourages frank discussion at the cabinet table for those charged with the heavy 

responsibility of making government decisions. The process of democratic govemance 

works best when cabinet members are free to express themselves at the cabinet table 

unreservedly.12 This rationale has no less force when cabinet members are deliberating 

options for resolving public sector bargaining disputes that are inherently political in 

nature. The risk presented by a pre-legislative duty of good faith consultation is that 

frank discussion on such issues will be discouraged in favour of more superficial efforts 

at creating a record of good faith consultation for eventual use in a court proceeding. 

Where does this leave Health Services? 

59. If Health Services is not limited or overruled, it presents every govemment with 

a choice between opening up traditionally confidential executive decision-making 

processes to the vagaries of case-by-case scrutiny of the adequacy of government 

consultation efforts, or never interfering with collective agreement terms. The primary 

argument against such a choice is that the Charter does not grant constitutional protection 

II British Columbia Teachers' Federation v. British Columbia, 2013 BCSC 1216, at para. 36. By 
way of contrast in British Columbia Teachers Federation v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 
2008 BCSC 1699 (a challenge to third party spending limits in British Columbia's Election Act), 
the court declined to order production of cabinet documents, finding that s. 2( d) cases were 
distinguishable (at paras. 65-75). 
J? - Babcock v. Canada (Attorney General), 2002 SCC 57, [2002]3 S.C.R. 3, at para. 18. 
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to economic rights even where economIC rights are created through associational 
.. 13 acllvlty. 

60. The Wagner Act model of industrial relations developed in the private sector and 

has been largely transplanted without significant modification to apply to public sector 

bargaining. A basic tenet of the Wagner Act model is that disputes are resolved by the 

interplay of relative economic power between employees and the employer. Fortunes of 

employees in the private sector are inextricably linked to the long-term viability and 

snccess of the employer, and thus the interests of the parties to the bargaining relationship 

are aligned. Collective bargaining is focused on the appropriate distribution of the fruits 

of that enterprise. 14 

61. Public sector bargaining is not characterized by the same interplay of relative 

economic power. Governments may be the sole provider of particular services to the 

public and there may be little relationship between the costs of providing those services 

and the amount paid by users of the services. When public sector unions exert their 

influence in collective bargaining througb work stoppages and without available 

alternatives to services provided by government, members of the public may be forced to 

either shoulder the absence of those services or face higher government expenditures. ls 

Unlike a private employer, government cannot simply close its doors. The prospect of 

legislative intervention is also an important settlement pressure, particnlarly in essential 

services sectors where the prospect of an employer lock-out is absent. 

62. The fact that government may eventually be able to justify its legislation under s. 

I of the Charter is an incomplete answer to the difficulties in granting constitutional 

protection to collective agreement terms. Aside from the intolerable uncertainty 

associated with such an approach, it fundamentally restricts government in its ability to 

achieve policy and fiscal objectives. Such objectives may not be prompted by 

131rwin Toy Ltd. at p. 1003; Reference re ss. 193 and 195.1 (J)(c) of the Criminal Code (Man.) at 
1171; Alberta Reference at 412 per McIntyre J. 
14 Adell, Grant and Ponak, Strikes in Essential Services (IRC Press: Kingston), 2001, pp.I-4. 
15 Strikes in Essential Sen'ices, pp. 3-4. 
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circumstances of demonstrable urgency, but their pursuit are nonetheless arc a legitimate 

exercise of democratic govenm1ent. 

63. The AGBC does not propose that this Court should retreat from Dunmore and the 

Court's protection of workplace association. Nor does the AGBC suggest that 

govemment should have a blank slate to enact legislation that substantially interteres with 

the process of associational activity. If employees can meet the evidentiary onus 

described in Dunmore of demonstrating that legislation (whether through prohibition or 

exclusion) renders associational activity eftectively impossible, the Charter gives them a 

remedy. The AGBC does say that this appeal is not about associational activity. It is 

about employees who seek to elevate employment terms to constitutional protection 

simply because the terms were the result of group rather than individual discussion. To 

the extent that such a result can be said to flow from Health Services, the AGBC submits 

that Health Services should be reconsidered. 

PART IV - COSTS 

64. The AGBC seeks no costs and asks that no costs be awarded against her. 

PART V - ORDER SOUGHT 

65. The AGBC submits that constitutional question (a) should be answered "no". She 

otherwise takes no position with respect to the appropriate order. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Dated: February 3, 2014 at Vancouver, British Columbia 

---- . ,/ C'~c-. ~/ /~~c::; 
? < ~-~---;:2 
Karen Horsman and Keith Evans 

Counsel for AGBC 
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